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Abstract

We present L’-band imaging of the PDS 70 planetary system with Keck/NIRC2 using the new

infrared pyramid wavefront sensor. We detected both PDS 70 b and c in our images, as well as

the front rim of the circumstellar disk. After subtracting off a model of the disk, we measured the

astrometry and photometry of both planets. Placing priors based on the dynamics of the system, we

estimated PDS 70 b to have a semi-major axis of 20+3
−4 au and PDS 70 c to have a semi-major axis

of 34+12
−6 au (95% credible interval). We fit the spectral energy distribution (SED) of both planets.

For PDS 70 b, we were able to place better constraints on the red half of its SED than previous

studies and inferred the radius of the photosphere to be 2-3 RJup. The SED of PDS 70 c is less well

constrained, with a range of total luminosities spanning an order of magnitude. With our inferred radii

and luminosities, we used evolutionary models of accreting protoplanets to derive a mass of PDS 70 b

between 2 and 4 MJup and a mean mass accretion rate between 3× 10−7 and 8× 10−7 MJup/yr. For

PDS 70 c, we computed a mass between 1 and 3 MJup and mean mass accretion rate between 1×10−7
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and 5× 10−7MJup/yr. The mass accretion rates imply dust accretion timescales short enough to hide

strong molecular absorption features in both planets’ SEDs.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Exoplanet formation (492), Exoplanet atmospheres (487),

Orbit determination (1175), Exoplanet dynamics (490), Coronagraphic imaging (313)

1. Introduction

Planet formation is a difficult process to study di-

rectly. The two primary channels to form giant planets

from circumstellar material are thought to be core ac-

cretion (Pollack et al. 1996) and disk instability (Boden-

heimer 1974; Boss 1998). Disk instability forms planets

within 105 yr (Boss 1998), and core accretion takes a

few Myr (Pollack et al. 1996; Piso & Youdin 2014; Piso

et al. 2015). We can look at relatively young planets

(∼10-100 Myr) for clues of how they formed, as their

formation history is encoded in the residual heat ra-

diating from them (Baraffe et al. 2003; Marley et al.

2007). However, the predicted luminosity of cooling

young planets may be degenerate between formation

channels (Mordasini et al. 2017), so it is not a replace-

ment for observing planet formation directly.

Because of the relatively short timescales for planet

formation and the paucity of nearby (.200 pc), young

(.10 Myr) stars around which we can detect young

forming planets on Solar System scales, capturing a

planet in the process of forming is challenging. Even

for systems that are at favorable ages and distances for

direct imaging, it is difficult to distinguish forming plan-

ets from circumstellar dust that can appear clumpy or

are shrouding the planets. In both the HD 100546 and

LkCa 15 systems, there have been reported detections of

still-forming protoplanets (Kraus & Ireland 2012; Quanz

et al. 2013; Currie et al. 2015; Sallum et al. 2015), but

other studies have found these signals to be consistent

with dust emission (Thalmann et al. 2015; Rameau et al.

2017; Follette et al. 2017; Mendigut́ıa et al. 2018). The

ambiguity makes it difficult to place observational con-

straints on planet formation.

PDS 70 is currently the best system for direct stud-

ies of the planet formation process. Hashimoto et al.

(2012, 2015) identified its complex circumstellar disk as

a transitional disk with a wide gap that could be carved

by planets, and Keppler et al. (2018) reported the de-

tection of PDS 70 b within the cavity of the disk. As

it was clearly inside the gap in the disk, PDS 70 b is

unambiguously a planet and not a disk feature. With a

stellar age estimated at 5.4 ± 1.0 Myr, it is one of the

youngest directly imaged planets (Müller et al. 2018).

∗ 51 Pegasi b Fellow

It was observed to likely have Hα emission, indicating

that it was still accreting, but nearing the end of its

formation process (Wagner et al. 2018; Haffert et al.

2019). Subsequently, PDS 70 c was discovered through

its Hα emission to be a second accreting protoplanet in

the system, making this one of the few directly imaged

multiple planet systems (Haffert et al. 2019). Follow

up observations of both planets revealed mostly feature-

less emission spectra within current measurement uncer-

tainties (Müller et al. 2018; Mesa et al. 2019). Müller

et al. (2018) reports a possible water absorption feature

between J- and H-band in PDS 70 b, although they

note that it is tenuous. Christiaens et al. (2019a) found

that the PDS 70 b spectrum has excess emission beyond

2 µm and proposed that it was surrounded by a circum-

planetary disk. In ALMA mm data, Isella et al. (2019)

found compact dust emission at the location of PDS 70

c suggesting it too has a circumplanetary disk. We note

that Isella et al. (2019) also found another compact dust

emission near the location of PDS 70 b, but significantly

offset from the the planet’s position.

For both PDS 70 b and c, the constraints on their

emission beyond K-band are weak, with the L’-band

photometry of PDS 70 b reported in Müller et al. (2018)

having ≈ 33% uncertainties and the L’-band photome-

try of PDS 70 c reported by Haffert et al. (2019) possibly

contaminated by circumstellar disk emission. More pre-

cise measurements at longer wavelengths are necessary

to constrain the shape of the spectral energy distribution
(SED) and thus the total luminosity outputted by the

planets, which can provide insight into their formation

history (Ginzburg & Chiang 2019). More precise mea-

surements beyond 2 µm can also help constrain the na-

ture of circumplanetary material, which emits at longer

wavelengths (Zhu 2015; Szulágyi et al. 2019).

This paper reports on the results of L’-band imaging

of the PDS 70 system with Keck/NIRC2 and the newly

commissioned infrared pyramid wavefront sensor (Bond

et al. 2018). In Section 2, we discuss the observations

and the data reductions we performed to obtain astrom-

etry and photometry of the two planets. In Section 3, we

perform some preliminary orbital modeling of the two-

planet system. In Section 4, we fit atmospheric models

to the SEDs of both planets and place constraints on

their radii and luminosities. In Section 5, we use these

two bulk properties in combination with evolutionary

http://vocabs.ands.org.au/repository/api/lda/aas/the-unified-astronomy-thesaurus/current/resource.html?uri=http://astrothesaurus.org/uat/492
http://vocabs.ands.org.au/repository/api/lda/aas/the-unified-astronomy-thesaurus/current/resource.html?uri=http://astrothesaurus.org/uat/487
http://vocabs.ands.org.au/repository/api/lda/aas/the-unified-astronomy-thesaurus/current/resource.html?uri=http://astrothesaurus.org/uat/1175
http://vocabs.ands.org.au/repository/api/lda/aas/the-unified-astronomy-thesaurus/current/resource.html?uri=http://astrothesaurus.org/uat/490
http://vocabs.ands.org.au/repository/api/lda/aas/the-unified-astronomy-thesaurus/current/resource.html?uri=http://astrothesaurus.org/uat/313
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models of accreting planets to constrain the masses and

mass accretion rates of the planets and discuss implica-

tions for the photospheric emission we observe.

2. Observations and Data Reduction

2.1. Observations

We imaged PDS 70 at L’-band (3.426-4.126 µm) with

Keck/NIRC2 on 2019 June 8 using the vortex corona-

graph (Serabyn et al. 2017). The average DIMM seeing

was 0.′′48. Using the 225 GHz radiometer measurements

and the conversion from Dempsey et al. (2013), we cal-

culated that the average precipitable water vapor was

1.7 mm. We used the infrared pyramid wavefront sensor

to control the Keck adaptive optics (AO) system as part

of its science verification program (Bond et al. 2018),

rather than the facility Shack-Hartmann sensor. The

pyramid wavefront sensor operates at H-band whereas

the Shack-Hartmann operates at R-band, so it is better

suited for redder stars such as PDS 70. Early commis-

sioning data also indicated the pyramid wavefront sen-

sor controls lower order modes better, allowing for bet-

ter sensitivity within 700 mas (Bond et al. 2019). We

used the quadrant analysis of coronagraphic images for

tip-tilt sensing (QACITS; Huby et al. 2017) algorithm

to keep the star aligned behind the mask by measur-

ing tip/tilt residuals in the NIRC2 coronagraphic images

and adjusting the tip/tilt offsets between the pyramid

wavefront sensor and NIRC2 accordingly. We obtained

48 frames, each consisting of 60 co-adds of 0.5 s ex-

posures, of the star behind the vortex coronagraph. We

excluded four frames from the analysis due to poor coro-

nagraph alignment, resulting in 44 remaining frames and

a total exposure time of 1320 s. Intermittently through

the observing sequence, we moved PDS 70 off of the

coronagraph to take unsaturated images of the point

spread function (PSF) to update the QACITS model

and for photometric calibration. We took the images in

pupil tracking mode to enable angular differential imag-

ing (ADI; Liu 2004; Marois et al. 2006). Due to the low

elevation of PDS 70 from Keck, the observing sequence

provided only 28◦ of field rotation.

2.2. Basic Data Reduction

We performed initial preprocessing of the data using

a general pipeline developed for NIRC2 vortex observa-

tions (Xuan et al. 2018; Ruane et al. 2019). We will

briefly summarize the steps here, and we refer to reader

to Xuan et al. (2018) and Ruane et al. (2019) for de-

tails. First, we corrected bad pixels and flat-field ef-

fects in each image. Then, we subtracted the thermal

background from the sky and instrument using princi-

pal component analysis (PCA). Afterwards, each frame

was co-registered and aligned to a common center us-

ing cross-correlation. We then performed stellar PSF

subtraction to remove the glare of the star from this

preprocessed image sequence. We used the open-source

Python package pyKLIP (Wang et al. 2015) to model

and subtract off the stellar glare using PCA (Soummer

et al. 2012). All frames were used to construct the PCA

modes, meaning each image used the same set of PCA

modes for PSF subtraction. We used the first three prin-

cipal components to model the star in each frame. Fig-

ure 1 displays the resulting image after stellar PSF sub-

traction. We have a clear detection of PDS 70 b. We

also see the rim of the circumstellar disk with PDS 70 c

right up against it.

2.3. Disk Modeling and Subtraction

Since PDS 70 c is adjacent to the circumstellar disk,

we construct a model of the disk to remove it from the

data in order to make unbiased measuments of PDS 70

c while minimizing contaminating flux from the disk. In

our image (Figure 1), we see what appears to be a par-

tial ring, which actually is the front rim of the flared

circumstellar disk seen in near-infrared scattered light

images (Keppler et al. 2018). We focus on construct-

ing a disk model to subtract out this disk component

from the model, as we found that using a more com-

plicated and physically motivated protoplanetary disk

model resulted in degeneracies in the best-fit disk pa-

rameters that provided an overall worse fit to the disk

we have imaged in L’-band. The disk properties have

already been characterized with higher signal-to-noise

data in scattered light (Keppler et al. 2018) and in the

mm (Keppler et al. 2019), so we instead focus on con-

structing a simpler model that can subtract the disk

emission we see and allow us to characterize the plan-

ets.

We construct a dust ring to model the upper rim of

the disk we see in L’-band. Such a model will provide

unreliable estimates of the dust spatial distribution since

it only focuses on fitting this component alone, and poor

constraints on dust properties since we only fit to our

L’-band scattered light data. However, the inclination

and position angle of the disk needs to be physical in

order to reproduce the disk rim geometry.

We modeled the disk image using the radiative trans-

fer modeling software MCFOST (Pinte et al. 2006, 2009)

following the technique described in Ren et al. (2019).

We caution that this analysis is designed to reproduce

the observed scattering phase function, rather than the

specific dust composition. To model the distribution of

the light scattered by disk material, we assumed the disk

is optically thin. In cylindrical coordinates, the scatter-
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Figure 1. PDS 70 in L’-band after stellar PSF subtraction. On the left is the image after regular PSF subtraction with PCA.
In the middle, the image has had the disk subtracted out with a model (as described in Section 2.3). On the right, the forward
models for both planets (as described in Section 2.4) have been subtracted out from the disk-subtracted image. All three images
and the color bar are shown in linear scale in analog to digital units (ADU) and have been smoothed using a Gaussian kernel
with a 1.5 pixel standard deviation (40% of the width of the instrumental PSF) to average out pixel-to-pixel noise. White
arrows point to PDS 70 b and PDS 70 c and are at the same location in all three images.

ers follow a spatial distribution that is a combination of

two radial power laws in the mid-plane, with a Gaussian

dispersion along the perpendicular direction (Augereau

et al. 1999). We assumed the scatterers are made of

three compositions of dust: astronomical silicates, amor-

phous carbon, and H2O-dominated ice (Draine & Lee

1984; Rouleau & Martin 1991; Li & Greenberg 1998, re-

spectively) as in recent studies on disk modeling (e.g.,

Esposito et al. 2018; Ren et al. 2019). In radiative trans-

fer modeling, we calculated the distribution of scattered

light using Mie theory (Mie 1908). For each MCFOST disk

model, we convolved it with the NIRC2 point spread

function in L′-band, scaled it to the NIRC2 brightness,

and subtracted it from the images before PSF subtrac-

tion. We performed PCA reduction using 4 components,

then minimized the residuals in a region encompassing

the disk, but excluding a circular region (10 pixel radius)

where planet c resides to remove the possibility that

planet c could be overfit by the model. We distributed

the MCFOST calculations using the DebrisDiskFM pack-

age (Ren et al. 2019) and used the maximum likelihood

model obtained from emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al.

2013) as the disk model to subtract out from the images.

The middle panel of Figure 1 shows the same stellar PSF

subtraction described in Section 2.2, but done on images

where the model disk was subtracted out first. We note

that we find a disk inclination and position angle that

are within 3◦ of the values reported from mm ALMA

observations (Keppler et al. 2019), which is consistent

with our uncertainties on these parameters.

2.4. Forward Modeling of PDS 70 b and c

We wish to measure the astrometry and L’ photom-

etry of PDS 70 b and c. As stellar PSF subtraction

distorts the PSF of a planet, forward modeling of the

signal of a planet must be done to obtain unbiased mea-

surements. We used the KLIP-FM formalism presented

by Pueyo (2016) and implemented in pyKLIP to ana-

lytically compute the distortions on a planet PSF due

to ADI and PCA. We subtract off the disk model from

individual exposures to minimize any biases in the as-

trometry or photometry due to disk emission. We for-

ward model each planet separately, as the planets are

far enough away from each other that their signals will

not distort each other.

Using the same parameters as Section 2.2 to subtract

off the stellar PSF, we forward modeled the distortions

on PDS 70 b using an instrumental PSF from images

of the star when it was moved off of the coronagraph

(full width at half maximum of 8.4 pixels). We chose

a 21 pixel square region centered about the approxi-

mate location of PDS 70 b and fit the forward model

to the data using emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013).

Measurement uncertainties were computed by creating

datacubes where the signal of PDS 70 b was removed

by injecting a negative planet at its location, injecting

simulated planets at the same separation as PDS 70 b

but different position angles, measuring their fluxes and

positions, and using the scatter in the measurements of

the simulated planets as the measurement uncertainties.

None of these simulated planets were injected within

20 degrees of the measured location of PDS 70 b, even

though we had removed it from the data, to avoid bi-

asing the photometry of the simulated planets. Due to

the close angular separation of PDS 70 b, we accounted

for the transmission of the vortex coronagraph at each

pixel in our forward modeled PSF. In quadrature to the

error in the planet position on the detector, we also
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Table 1. Measurements of the PDS 70 System

Parameter PDS 70 b PDS 70 c

Epoch (MJD) 58642 58642

Separation (mas) 175.8± 6.9 223.4± 8.0

PA (◦) 140.9± 2.2 280.4± 2.0

L’ Flux Ratio (2.05± 0.34)× 10−3 (9.06± 3.59)× 10−4

∆L’ (mag) 6.72± 0.18 7.61± 0.46

L’ Flux (10−17 W/m2/µm) 7.5± 1.2 3.3± 1.3

L’ Flux (mag) 14.64± 0.18 15.5± 0.46

added a 4.5 mas star centering uncertainty from QAC-

ITS (Huby et al. 2017), a 0.2◦ North angle uncertainty,

and a 0.004 mas/pixel plate scale uncertainty (Service

et al. 2016). Following Keppler et al. (2018) and Chris-

tiaens et al. (2019a), we interpolated the flux of PDS 70

to the NIRC2 L’-filter (central wavelength 3.776 µm) us-

ing WISE photometry (Cutri et al. 2013), finding a star

magnitude of 7.927±0.021 and thus a planet magnitude

of 14.64±0.18. We list our astrometric and photometric

measurements for PDS 70 b in Table 1. Our measured

L’-band photometry for PDS 70 b is consistent with the

values reported in Müller et al. (2018), but with an error

bar that is 2.3x smaller.

We performed the same forward modeling technique

to measure the astrometry and photometry of PDS 70

c. Here, PDS 70 c is adjacent to the disk signal, so

subtracting off the disk signal is important for unbiased

measurements. We again injected and retrieved simu-

lated planets to estimate the uncertainties on our mea-

surements of PDS 70 c. Using the same photometric

and astrometric calibration numbers, we list our mea-

sured astrometry and photometry of PDS 70 c in Table

1. We find a fainter L’-band flux ratio than Haffert et al.

(2019) by 1 mag. This is likely due to the fact we re-

moved the disk emission near the location of the planet,

as the photometry for PDS 70 b agrees well between

the two bodies of work, so it is unlikely a photometric

calibration offset.

We investigated potential biases introduced by the

disk subtraction process. These errors would trans-

late to additional uncertainty in PDS 70 c astrometry

and photometry. In particular, we masked out the disk

at the location of PDS 70 c to not overfit the planet,

but this also could impact the disk model’s accuracy at

this location. We note that we expect this effect to be

small since the scattering phase function is smooth, and

the information on the disk brightness is constrained by

neighboring unmasked pixels. We injected a planet in

a similar location as PDS 70 c, masked a circular re-

gion around it, and repeated the disk fitting to obtain

a second disk model. We then subtracted this new disk

model and measured the simulated planet in the same

way. We found the astrometry and photometry biases

were less than the reported 1σ uncertainties for PDS

70 c and thus consistent with the residual noise in the

data. We conclude that disk fitting errors should not

significantly bias our measurements.

In the right subplot of Figure 1, we show the residu-

als of the data after subtracting off the forward model

for both PDS 70 b and PDS 70 c from the image that

already has the model disk removed. We do not see

any systematic residuals after subtracting off the for-

ward models.

2.5. Extinction

Given that PDS 70 resides in the Sco-Cen association

(Pecaut & Mamajek 2016), interstellar, circumstellar,

and circumplanetary extinction should be considered.

Following Müller et al. (2018), we fit the visual (Henden

et al. 2015; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) and near-

infrared (Skrutskie et al. 2006) photometry of the star to

a joint set of stellar evolutionary (Choi et al. 2016) and

atmospheric (Allard et al. 2012) models. We excluded

the K-band photometry due to an apparent 10% ex-

cess flux at this wavelength, most likely caused by emis-

sion from circumstellar material. The fitting procedure

is described in detail in Nielsen et al. (2017), although

here we only fit for one star in the system. We imposed

a prior on the effective temperature of the star based

on the spectroscopically-derived value of 3972 ± 36 K

(Pecaut & Mamajek 2016). We find a 3σ upper limit on

AV of 0.15 mag, consistent with previous photometric

estimates (Pecaut & Mamajek 2016; Müller et al. 2018).

This corresponds to an upper limit of 0.04 mag in J-

band and 0.008 mag in L’-band (Mathis 1990). Overall,

we find that interstellar extinction should be negligible

and well within measurement uncertainties of our in-

frared data.
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For circumstellar extinction, the near-infrared scat-

tered light data (Keppler et al. 2018) and high-resolution

ALMA data (Keppler et al. 2019) indicate that PDS 70

b resides in a clearing in the transitional disk, so cir-

cumstellar extinction for PDS 70 b should be negligible.

For PDS 70 c, it appears to be near the front rim of the

circumstellar disk in projection. As PDS 70 c appears

to be a point source (we are able to forward model it as

a point source in Section 2.4 and the residuals look clean

in Figure 1), we will assume the finite size of PDS 70 c

is negligible. Based on our measured astrometry, PDS

70 c lies ∼10 mas away from the edge of the disk when

comparing to the ring model of the disk we subtracted

out. This is slightly larger than our 1σ astrometric un-

certainties, so we cannot fully exclude some amount of

circumstellar extinction, but the likelihood is small and

the magnitude would be significantly reduced at L’-band

compared to visible wavelengths. Further, Mesa et al.

(2019) found that flux biases due to circumstellar dust

contamination, which is directly related to extinction, to

be negligble in the near-infrared at the location of PDS

70 c given the current measurement precision. In this

work, the SED of PDS 70 c remains poorly constrained

(see Section 4.2) so if there are some small extinction

effects, we would not be able to discern it. Thus, we

will ignore circumstellar extinction in this work.

For circumplanetary extinction, models can predict

orders of magnitude of extinction due to circumplan-

etary material obscuring the disk (Szulágyi et al. 2019).

The circumplanetary disks are within the Hill radii of

each planet (both have RH ∼ 2 au using the values

for semi-major axis and mass presented below in the

following sections of the paper) which themselves are

well below the instrumental angular resolution of any

published photometry or spectrum (Müller et al. 2018;

Haffert et al. 2019; Christiaens et al. 2019b; Mesa et al.

2019). Thus, we do not try to measure circumplane-

tary extinction, but rather aim to characterize the total

emission coming from the planet and any circumplane-

tary material. When comparing our measured luminosi-

ties to the evolutionary models from Ginzburg & Chiang

(2019) in Section 5.1, what we use is the total luminos-

ity from both components combined, so this approach is

fully consistent with the model assumptions.

3. Orbital Constraints

With the single additional astrometric epoch, the or-

bit remains relatively unconstrained. We expect a large

degenerate set of orbits. Many of these are unlikely to

be physical if the orbits of planets b and c cross, or if

they are too misaligned from one another. There is also

no noticeable warp in the disk, so we expect the plan-

ets to be approximately coplanar with the circumstellar

disk. Because of this, we do not simply fit two Keplerian

orbits to the data, since most of the orbits will likely not

reflect reality. Instead, we impose physically motivated

priors to constrain the fit.

We use the same orbital parameter set as Wang et al.

(2018), but the reference epoch for τ is MJD 58,849

(2020 January 1st). Orbital parameters corresponding

to PDS 70 b and c are denoted by their respective sub-

scripts. We start out with uninformative priors on most

of the orbital parameters, which are listed in Table 2.

We used a Gaussian prior for parallax based on the par-

allax of 8.8159±0.0405 mas from Gaia DR2 (Gaia Col-

laboration et al. 2018). We used a Gaussian prior for

the total mass of the system of 0.760± 0.078 M� based

on the mass derived by Müller et al. (2018), but with

an additional 10% uncertainty to account for potential

systematics in the photometrically derived mass.

We then added additional priors that constrain the

stability of the system. We require that orbits cannot

cross, so that the periastron of PDS 70 c is always larger

than the apastron of PDS 70 b:

ac(1− ec) > ab(1 + eb). (1)

We give uniform weight to orbits that satisfy this crite-

rion and reject orbits that do not. Haffert et al. (2019)

hypothesized the planets, assuming they were coplanar,

could be packed closely enough to be in or near the

2:1 mean-motion resonance. For massive gas giants at

these large separations, Wang et al. (2018) found that

stable orbits of the HR 8799 planets, which also are in or

near 2:1 mean-motion resonances, required their orbital

planes to be within 8◦ of coplanar. However, that work

did not fully explore parameter space so there might be

some stable orbits that are more inclined. We define

mutual inclination, Φ12, between orbital plane 1 and 2

with the same notation as Bean & Seifahrt (2009):

cos(Φ12) = cos(i1) cos(i2) + sin(i1) sin(i2) cos(Ω1 − Ω2).

(2)

Here, i and Ω describe the inclination and the position

angle of the ascending node for each plane. We add a

prior that prefers orbital configurations in which the or-

bital planes of PDS 70 b, PDS 70 c, and the circumstel-

lar disk are more coplanar. We place more conservative

constraints on coplanarity than the upper limit of 8◦

found by Wang et al. (2018). For each pair of orbital

planes, we apply a Gaussian prior on Φ centered at 0◦

with a standard deviation of 10◦. For the orbital plane

of the disk, we fix the inclination to 128.3◦, which is

the same 51.7◦ reported in Keppler et al. (2019) but for
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clockwise orbits, and the position angle of the ascending

node to 156.7◦. We note that the velocity maps of the

gas in the circumstellar disk break the 180◦ degeneracy

in Ω. Since we have three orbital planes, this results

in three Gaussian priors, one for each mutual inclina-

tion between two of the planes, to constrain four orbital

parameters (ib, Ωb, ic, Ωc).

For orbit fitting, we use an unreleased version of

orbitize! (Blunt et al. 2020) with commit hash 361764

that supports fitting multiple planets. In addition to our

measured NIRC2 point, we use the published PDS 70 b

astrometry from Müller et al. (2018), the published PDS

70 c astrometry from Mesa et al. (2019), and the Hα as-

trometry of both planets from Haffert et al. (2019). We

use the parallel-tempered affine-invariant sampler imple-

mented in ptemcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013; Vous-

den et al. 2016) with 20 temperatures and 1000 walkers

per temperature. Each walker discarded the first 5000

steps as a “burn-in” phase, and obtained 500 samples of

the posterior after only saving every tenth step to mini-

mize correlation between consecutive samples. This re-

sulted in 500,000 samples of the posterior. Convergence

of the walkers was determined by requiring the burn-

in phase to be more than 10 autocorrelation times and

through visual inspection of the chains as discussed in

(Blunt et al. 2020).

We plot the orbit fit in Figure 2 and list the 95% cred-

ible range of each orbital parameter in Table 2. Due to

the strong covariances in the parameters, we also list

the best fit orbit simply as a valid representative orbit

for reference. We note that the best fit orbit in situ-

ations like this is generally not a good estimate of the

true orbit due to overfitting a short orbital arc with 6

orbital elements, but can be useful for near-term orbit

prediction.

We find period ratios between PDS 70 c and PDS 70

b to be in the 95% credible interval of 1.5 to 3.9. The

planets could be in mean-motion resonance as hypoth-

esized by Haffert et al. (2019). Due to the coplanarity

constraint we placed on the orbital planes of the two

planets and the fact the orbital planes were nearly un-

constrained by current astrometry, we find that the mu-

tual inclinations of each pair of orbital planes between

PDS 70 b, PDS 70 c, and the disk all have a 95% credible

interval from 2◦ to 23◦ that is dominated by our prior.

Rigorous stability constraints would help reduce the pa-

rameter space of possible orbits (Wang et al. 2018). We

defer such analysis to future work with more astromet-

ric measurements to constrain the orbit and reduce the

parameter space of possible orbits to search.

4. SED Fitting

Table 2. Orbital Parameters for PDS 70 b and c

Orbital Element Prior 95% CI Best Fit

ab (au) LogUniform(1, 100)a 20+3
−4 24

eb Uniform(0, 1)a 0.19+0.30
−0.18 0.17

ib (◦) sin(i)b 140+13
−12 138

ωb (◦) Uniform(0, 2π) 148± 62 84

Ωb (◦) Uniform(0, 2π)b 159+17
−19 162

τb Uniform(0, 1) 0.30+0.20
−0.15 0.12

ac (au) LogUniform(1, 100)a 34+12
−6 40

ec Uniform(0, 1)a 0.11+0.24
−0.11 0.09

ic (◦) sin(i)b 132+14
−13 130

ωc (◦) Uniform(0, 2π) 136+100
−115 218

Ωc (◦) Uniform(0, 2π)b 156+23
−22 162

τc Uniform(0, 1) 0.74+0.24
−0.38 0.92

Parallax (mas) N (8.8159, 0.0405) 8.819± 0.08 8.818

Mtot (M�) N (0.76, 0.079) 0.79± 0.15 0.78

Note. The 95% credible interval values (95% CI) are centered about
the median, and the subscript and superscript denote the range
spanned by the 2.5 and 97.5 percentile values. The best fit column
lists the fit with the maximum posterior probability. We note that
the best fit orbit is generally not a good estimate of the true orbit,
but can be useful as a representative orbit whereas the median of
all the values is not always a valid orbit due to strong correlations
in the orbital parameters.

a Additional prior on periastron of c is larger than apastron of b

b Additional Gaussian prior on the coplanarity of b, c, and the disk

To study the atmosphere and accretion history of PDS

70 b and c, we analyze the SED of the planets to infer

luminosities and radii and compare them to the accret-

ing planet evolutionary models presented in Ginzburg

& Chiang (2019). Given that these two planets are un-

like other directly imaged planets and brown dwarfs in

that they appear to still be accreting from the circum-

stellar disk (Wagner et al. 2018; Haffert et al. 2019), we

note that it is very likely that no existing atmospheric

model accurately describes its SED. With that in mind,

the main focus of this work is to measure the luminosi-

ties and radii of the two planets, and acknowledge that

there are likely errors and biases in the inferred quan-

tities beyond the formal errors from the fits. We aim

to mitigate this by averaging over all models that are

equally adequate fits to the data and by noting that the

evolutionary models are not extremely sensitive to the

exact values (see Section 5.1).

4.1. PDS 70 b SED

In addition to the L’ photometry reported in this

work, we include the R ∼ 30 Y JH SPHERE spectrum
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Figure 2. The orbits of PDS 70 b and c. On the left, 100 randomly drawn orbits from the posterior are plotted in their
sky-projection with blue lines corresponding to PDS 70 b and red lines corresponding to PDS 70 c. Measured astrometry are
plotted in black. On the right four plots, the same randomly drawn orbits are plotted as a function of time for both planets,
and the measured astrometry used in the fit are plotted with measurement errors. The Keck point reported in this work is the
point most recent in time in the plots.

and K- and L’-band photometry reported in Müller

et al. (2018) and the R ∼ 100 K-band SINFONI spec-

trum from Christiaens et al. (2019b). With ∼2x smaller

uncertainties on the L’ photometry than Müller et al.

(2018), we expect better constraints on the temperature,

radius, and luminosity of the planet, as this longer wave-

length point helps constrain the overall spectral shape

of the planet’s SED. We fit multiple models to the data

to explore different assumptions and to quantify model

biases.

First, we fit a simple blackbody to the SED. Given

that the only evidence of molecular absorption is a ten-

tative water absorption feature between J- and H-band

measured by SPHERE (Müller et al. 2018), a simple

model like a blackbody could be a good fit to the data,

possibly resulting from an accreting dust shell shroud-

ing the planet. We model the flux received, Fλ, by the

equation

Fλ =
πR2

b

d2
Bλ(Tb) (3)

whereRb is the radius of PDS 70 b, Tb is the temperature

of the blackbody, d is the distance to the planet, and Bλ
is the specific intensity of a blackbody. Note that in the

following section for PDS 70 c, we will use Rc and Tc to

refer to its respective radius and temperature.

We adopt a Gaussian likelihood function to fit the

model to the data. For both the SPHERE and SINFONI

spectra, the noise is likely correlated between nearby

spectral channels given that the scatter between adja-

cent spectral channels is smaller than the reported un-

certainties. This is not surprising since correlated noise

due to spectral oversampling and speckle noise has been

reported in high-contrast observations with many inte-

gral field units (De Rosa et al. 2016; Samland et al. 2017;

Currie et al. 2018). Thus, we assume the total reported

uncertainty is a combination of correlated and uncorre-

lated noise added in quadrature. We adapt the frame-

work from Czekala et al. (2015) for fitting stellar spectra

in the presence of correlated noise to fitting the spectra

of these planets. We model the correlated noise for each

spectrum as a separate Gaussian process parameterized

by a square exponential kernel:

Cij =(fampσi)(fampσj) exp

(
(λi − λj)2

2l2

)
+ (1− famp)σ2

i δij .

(4)

Here Cij is the element of the covariance matrix cor-

responding to wavelength channels i and j, σi is the

measured uncertainty in channel i, λi is the wavelength

of that channel, l is the correlation length, famp is the

fraction of the measured uncertainty that is due to cor-

related noise, and δij is the Kronecker delta. Given that

the total error is measured, we need to find the frac-

tional error that is due to correlated noise to set the

amplitude of the correlated noise. The rest is uncor-

related noise that only appears in the diagonal of the

covariance matrix. We note this treatment of the Gaus-

sian process amplitude differs from Czekala et al. (2015)

as their reported errors correspond only to the uncorre-

lated noise term whereas ours encompass both. For each

dataset, we fit for famp and l in order to characterize the

correlated noise. Otherwise, treating correlated noise

as uncorrelated noise will bias the posteriors, such as

making them more constrained than in reality, unjustly

over-weighing them over single photometric points, or
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favoring spurious spectral features in the models (Greco

& Brandt 2016).

We performed Bayesian parameter estimation using

the emcee package. In addition to the two model param-

eters of the blackbody model, the radius and tempera-

ture, we fit for four nuisance parameters that quantify

systematics in the data: the amplitude and correlation

length for the Gaussian process that describes the corre-

lated noise in the SPHERE IFS data and the amplitude

and correlation length of the correlated noise in the SIN-

FONI data. We noticed that the SINFONI spectrum

is noticeably offset from the SPHERE IRDIS K-band

photometry, so there will be inherent disagreement in

K-band in our fits. We used 100 walkers in our affine-

invariant sampler, burned each walker in for 500 steps,

and used 200 following steps from each walker to con-

struct a posterior with 20,000 samples. Convergence was

assessed through visual inspection of the chains. The fit

to a single blackbody are plotted in the top panel of

Figure 3. The 95% credible intervals for the parameters

are listed in Table 3. We note that we report 95% cred-

ible intervals rather than the standard 68% ranges to

express the full range of uncertainties in model param-

eters rather than formal “1σ” uncertainties since there

are likely model biases. The posterior for the planet’s

luminosity, Lb, was derived by computing the blackbody

luminosity for each set of model parameters in our sam-

pled posterior using the equation

Lb = 4πR2
bσSBT

4
b (5)

where σSB is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. We also

list the median value and 95% credible interval for lu-

minosity posterior in Table 3.

We also explore a two-blackbody model, which emits

flux

Fλ =
1

d2
(
πR2

bBλ(Tb) + πR2
2Bλ(T2)

)
(6)

where R2 and T2 is the radius and temperature of

the second blackbody component. The two additional

model parameters bring the number of free parameters

to eight. This second blackbody could trace circum-

planetary material, as hypothesized by Christiaens et al.

(2019b). In this work, we are agnostic to the exact

nature of this second component, and merely explore

whether including it can lead to better fits to the data.

The second blackbody could also improve derived val-

ues from the Ginzburg & Chiang (2019) accreting planet

model, which is based on energy balance; the second

blackbody will simulate energy from accretion repro-

cessed and radiated away at longer wavelengths that is

not accounted for in a single blackbody model fit (e.g.,

due to circumplanetary dust).

We also fit the SED to two grids of atmospheric

models: the BT-SETTL atmospheric model grid (Al-

lard et al. 2012) and the DRIFT-PHOENIX model grid

(Woitke & Helling 2003, 2004; Helling & Woitke 2006;

Helling et al. 2008). In addition to the six parameters fit

in the single blackbody fit, we also vary the surface grav-

ity (log10(g) in cgs units) for both of these model grids.

Note that the temperature parameter of these two atmo-

spheric models correspond to the effective temperature

of the model SED. For the DRIFT-PHOENIX models,

we also vary metallicity ([M/H]) since the grid of models

provides a limited range in [M/H]. We included these

parameters in our fit, using uniform priors with bounds

dictated by the limits of the grids. BT-SETTL has a

range of surface gravities from 3.5 to 5.5 (steps of 0.5

in the grid). DRIFT-PHOENIX has a range of surface

gravities between 3.0 and 5.5 (steps of 0.5), and a range

of metallicities between −0.3 and 0.3 (steps of 0.3). For

both grids, due to the 1000 K lower bound, we consid-

ered a range of effective temperatures between 1000 and

1500 K (steps of 100 K in both grids). To generate spec-

tra between grid points, we used linear interpolation of

the closest grid models. We note that such model atmo-

spheres have struggled to match the broad-band SEDs

of field brown dwarfs with temperatures similar to the

PDS 70 planets (e.g., Marocco et al. 2014; Liu et al.

2016), likely due to challenges of modeling condensate

clouds, and we might expect similar difficulties to be

seen in our analysis here.

We performed the Bayesian parameter estimation for

these three models with the affine-invariant sampler in

emcee. We used 100 walkers and obtained 600 samples

from each walker after discarding the first 900 samples

as an initial burn in. The 95% credible intervals about

the median are listed in Table 3. The two-blackbody,

BT-SETTL, and DRIFT-PHOENIX models are plotted

in Figure 3. We also derived the luminosity posteriors

for each model based on our posterior of sampled param-

eters. For the two-blackbody model, the luminosity was

calculated as a sum of single blackbody luminosities:

Lb = 4πR2
bσSBT

2
b + 4πR2

2σSBT
2
2 . (7)

For the model grids, there is no analytical equation. For

each set of parameters from our sampled posterior, we

compute the corresponding bolometric luminosity by nu-

merically integrating the model spectrum Fλi,model over

the entire wavelength range provided by the model at

its native spectral resolution with wavelength spacing

per spectral channel δλi and multiplied it by the surface

area:

Lb = 4πR2
b

∑
i

Fλi,modelδλi. (8)
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The native spectral resolution of models is high (R

> 10, 000), so the numerical errors due to this integra-

tion are negligible. We list the median and 95% credible

intervals of the derived luminosity posteriors for each

model in Table 3. Due to a combination of the lim-

ited range in surface gravities and metallicities of these

models and weak constraints on these parameters due

to the quality of existing data, the data are consistent

with surface gravities and metallicities across the en-

tire parameter range. For the BT-SETTL model, we

see a preference towards having a surface gravity at the

lower bound of the model grid. For this work, we will

marginalize our fits across these parameters and focus

on the effective temperature and radius of each model.

We use the Akaike information criterion (AIC) to

determine the relative goodness of fit of these mod-

els (Akaike et al. 1973; Burnham & Anderson 2002).

For each model, we consider the parameters of that

model that give the lowest AIC (i.e., the maximum

likelihood model). We consider the single blackbody

model as the fiducial model, as it is the simplest model

we considered. We compute the difference between

the other models and the blackbody fit by ∆AIC =

AICmodel − AICblackbody. We list these values in Ta-

ble 3. We find that the single blackbody model is the

preferred model based on the AIC. The two-blackbody

model has slightly less support from the data, as the

additional two parameters do not significantly improve

the fit. The BT-SETTL model does not fit the new

L’ photometry. It has a ∆AIC > 10, which implies

there is no support for this model compared to the other

models considered (Burnham & Anderson 2002). We

find that the DRIFT-PHOENIX model has considerably

less empirical support for it compared to the blackbody

models, but remains under the threshold for exclusion

(∆AIC < 10). We note that this analysis does not im-

ply that a single blackbody is the correct model. Rather,

the more sophisticated models explored in this work do

not do a better job given the number of additional free

parameters they introduce. It is very likely that a single

blackbody is not the true SED of this planet, but ad-

ditional data is necessary to justify using more complex

models.

Focusing on the three models (blackbody, two-

blackbody, DRIFT-PHOENIX) that fit the data the

best, we find that there is some disagreement in the

derived radius and temperature. The single blackbody

model prefers lower temperatures but larger radii, while

DRIFT-PHOENIX prefers the opposite, and the two-

blackbody model is somewhere in between. However,

all of the models place the radius of the photosphere

between 2-3 RJup. This is significantly larger than the

1.5 to 1.8 RJup predicted by hot-start evolution mod-

els of isolated planets between 1 and 10 MJup (Baraffe

et al. 2003), and could be due to possible emission from

lower pressure levels from accreting material shrouding

the planet. Indeed, the median T2 and R2 values of

the two-blackbody model are ∼700 K and ∼5 RJup,

respectively, which may be from circumplanetary ma-

terial. However, we note that the large uncertainties

on this second component indicate that this is a tenta-

tive interpretation that relies heavily on the single L’

photometric point reported in this paper. Alternatively,

the large radius could be the result of high atmospheric

opacity slowing down the planet’s contraction (Ginzburg

& Chiang 2019 and Section 5).

The uncertainties of the derived luminosities of the

three models all overlap. In fact, the single blackbody

and DRIFT-PHOENIX models have total luminosities

that agree to within 10%. The large positive tail in

the luminosity inferred using the two-blackbody model

is due to the second component being relatively uncon-

strained. Our tight constraint on the total luminosity

is due to having adequate sampling of the SED over

the 1-4 µm spectral region, which covers the bulk of

the emission from the planet. If we average the lumi-

nosity posteriors of the blackbody, two-blackbody, and

DRIFT-PHOENIX models assuming equal weight, we

find a model-averaged luminosity posterior of 1.48+0.58
−0.30×

10−4L� (95% credible interval). We will use this lumi-

nosity in Section 5.1 to infer a mass and mass accretion

rate.

Even though the BT-SETTL model was a relatively

poor fit to the data, we can directly compare the pa-

rameters we estimated to those for the same model from

Müller et al. (2018) and Christiaens et al. (2019a). We

find that our derived effective temperature is lower by

200-400 K, while our derived radius is in between those

two previous works. If we compare the better fitting

DRIFT-PHOENIX and blackbody models to the suite

of model fits in Müller et al. (2018), we find good agree-

ment in the radius, but we prefer effective temperatures

that are higher by 100-200 K. While we do not fit any

circumplanetary disk models to the data other than a

simple two-component blackbody in this work, our L’

flux is consistent with the predicted flux from the cir-

cumplanetary disk model in Christiaens et al. (2019a).

However, we do not find that the quality of the current

data requires including this additional component in the

SED.

4.2. PDS 70 c SED

We repeat the same SED fitting process for PDS 70

c. We use R ∼ 30 near-infrared spectrum and K-band
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Figure 3. Fits to the spectral energy distribution of PDS 70 b. From top to bottom, each of the four panels shows 100 possible
fits (chosen at random from their respective posteriors)

for blackbody (brown), two-blackbody (peach), BT-SETTL (maroon), and DRIFT-PHOENIX (yellow) models respectively. In
all four panels, the blue point is the Keck L’ photometry measured in this work, the black points are literature photometry
used in the fit, and the gray points are literature spectra used in the fit. The error bars in the y-axis denote 1σ errors while

the horizontal bars indicate the bandpass of the photometric points.
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Table 3. Model fits to SED of PDS 70 b

Parameter Prior Blackbody Two-Blackbody BT-SETTL DRIFT-PHOENIX

Tb (K)

Uniform(100, 2500)a or

Uniform(1000, 1500)b,c 1204+52
−53 1218+112

−64 1243+31
−63 1346+75

−136

Rb (RJup) Uniform(0.5, 5) 2.72+0.39
−0.34 2.62+0.48

−0.81 1.93+0.26
−0.08 2.09+0.23

−0.31

T2 (K) Uniform(100, 2500) - 520+533
−396 - -

R2 (RJup) Uniform(0.5, 10) - 4.49+5.16
−3.79 - -

log(g) (cgs) Uniform(3.0b/3.5c, 5.5) - - 3.51+0.08
−0.01

d 4.01+1.17
−0.96

d

[M/H] Uniform(-0.3, 0.3) - - - −0.01+0.29
−0.27

d

Lb (10−4 L�) Derived 1.48+0.16
−0.15 1.59+0.63

−0.21 0.86+0.6
−0.5 1.36+0.19

−0.27

SPHERE IFS famp LogUniform(10−5, 1) 0.81+0.13
−0.81 0.80+0.14

0.80 0.66+0.22
−0.66 0.78+0.17

−0.69

SPHERE IFS l (µm) LogUniform(10−3, 0.5) 0.059+0.057
−0.050 0.059+0.018

−0.054 0.13+0.33
−0.12 0.062+0.243

−0.048

SINFONI famp LogUniform(10−5, 1) 0.82+0.08
−0.82 0.83+0.07

−0.83 0.02+0.70
−0.02 0.76+0.12

−0.76

SINFONI l (µm) LogUniform(10−3, 0.5) 0.176+0.172
−0.110 0.171+0.168

−0.107 0.158+0.142
−0.085 0.182+0.163

−0.111

∆AIC Derived 0 2.56 34.57 7.51

Note. For each parameter, a 95% credible interval centered about the median is reported. The superscript and
subscript denote the upper and lower bounds of that range.

a Blackbody/Two-Blackbody bound

c DRIFT-PHOENIX bound

b BT-SETTL bound

d Parameter hits bound of prior, which were imposed due to available parameter space of model grid
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photometry measured by SPHERE that are reported in

Mesa et al. (2019) in addition to our L’-band photo-

metric point. We do not use the photometry reported

by Haffert et al. (2019), as it is unclear how much of

the photometry is contaminated by disk emission. We

continue to use a Gaussian process to model any corre-

lated noise component in the SPHERE spectrum using a

square exponential kernel. We fit the same four models

to the measured data using the same procedure as for

PDS 70 b. The model fits are plotted in Figure 4 and

the 95% credible intervals of the model parameters are

listed in Table 4. Note that we replaced the subscript b

with subscript c to denote PDS 70 c.

We again find that the fiducial blackbody model is the

preferred model based on the AIC. The two-blackbody

and DRIFT-PHOENIX models also have some support

from the data, but the BT-SETTL models (∆AIC > 10)

do not, as they underpredict the L’ photometry. The

three better-fitting models favor a PDS 70 c that is

cooler than PDS 70 b by ∼200 K and more compact in

radius. The model parameters are less well constrained

for PDS 70 c, so it is difficult to interpret the values of

individual parameters in much detail, as many are only

marginally constrained.

If we marginalize over all of the parameters and look

at the total luminosity inferred from each model, we

find that PDS 70 c is less luminous than PDS 70 b by

a factor of ∼3, though we are essentially only able to

constrain the order of magnitude of the luminosity from

the planet. The lower luminosity of PDS 70 c, as in-

ferred from its total integrated SED, is consistent with

its similarly lower Hα emission as compared to that of

PDS 70 b (Haffert et al. 2019). If we average the lumi-

nosity posteriors of the blackbody, two-blackbody, and

DRIFT-PHOENIX models assuming equal weight, we

find an average luminosity of 3.60+5.84
−1.93×10−5L�, where

the quoted range is the 95% credible interval. We will

use this average luminosity posterior in Section 5.1.

5. Discussion

5.1. Evolutionary Models

We translated the inferred luminosities of PDS 70 b

and c to planet masses and accretion rates using the

model of Ginzburg & Chiang (2019), who evolved planet

radii and luminosities following an initial rapid phase

of runaway growth up to the eventual dispersal of the

protoplanetary disk. This model postulates that, as

planet accretion rates diminish, presumably as a result

of gap opening, planets simultaneously contract and ac-

crete such that their thermal cooling times remain equal

to their growth times. The Kelvin–Helmholtz cooling

time is calculated by modeling the planet with a radia-

tive envelope and a convective interior, where regions of

partial ionization and dissociation are resolved in order

to obtain an accurate density profile. We treated the

opacity κ at the radiative–convective boundary, which

dictates the cooling and contraction rate, as a free pa-

rameter to accommodate uncertainties in the physics of

dust growth and sedimentation in the planet’s atmo-

sphere (Movshovitz et al. 2010; Mordasini 2014; Ormel

2014). Specifically, we varied the opacity from a dust

free κ = 10−2 cm2 g−1 (Freedman et al. 2008) to a dusty

κ = 10−1 cm2 g−1. In terms of its treatment of the

temperature behind the accretion shock, the model is

compatible with hot start evolutionary models (Fortney

et al. 2005, 2008; Marley et al. 2007).

By construction in the Ginzburg & Chiang (2019)

model, the planet’s accretion rate is given by Ṁ ∼M/t,

where M is the planet’s mass and t is the system’s age;

this equality is naturally satisfied if accretion is regu-

lated by a gap. With this assumption, a measured lu-

minosity L = GMṀ/R and an estimated age t can be

mapped to M and Ṁ using figure 7 in Ginzburg & Chi-

ang (2019). The planet’s radius R(M, Ṁ) is given by fig-

ures 5 and 6 of that paper. We emphasize that Ṁ = M/t

in these figures is the average accretion rate. We discuss

the translation to an instantaneous rate below.

We plot our results in Figure 5. The radii, masses, and

average accretion rates of PDS 70 b and c are inferred

from their bolometric luminosities (average of the black-

body, two-blackbody, and DRIFT-PHOENIX models)

and the estimated age of the system (Müller et al. 2018).

We also compare the theoretically inferred radii from the

evolutionary model to the SED constraints (horizontal

red and green stripes for the different atmospheric mod-

els). The joint constraints on the radius of PDS 70 b

imply that 0.01 . κ . 0.04 cm2 g−1, 2 .Mb . 4 MJup,

and 3 × 10−7 . Ṁb . 8 × 10−7 MJup yr−1. The at-

mospheric models are less constraining for the radius

of PDS 70 c. If we assume similar opacities for both

planets, then 1 . Mc . 3 MJup and 1 × 10−7 . Ṁc .
5 × 10−7MJup yr−1. This implies that the planets are

two of the lowest mass directly-imaged planets. The

mass accretion rates are consistent (by construction in

the model) with the conclusion found in previous works

that the planets are near the end of their formation pro-

cess. We note that the largest uncertainty in inferring

the planet’s radius from its luminosity using this evolu-

tionary model is due to the error in the age estimate. As

seen in figures 5 and 6 of Ginzburg & Chiang (2019), the

radius at a few Myrs is mainly a function of age, almost

independently of the planet’s mass, accretion rate, and

therefore luminosity.
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Figure 4. Same as Figure 3, but for PDS 70 c.
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Table 4. Model fits to SED of PDS 70 c

Parameter Prior Blackbody Two-Blackbody BT-SETTL DRIFT-PHOENIX

Tc (K)

Uniform(100, 2500)a or

Uniform(1000, 1500)b,c 995+141
−97 1030+289

−216 1251+129
−104 1202+156

−160

Rc (RJup) Uniform(0.5, 5) 2.04+1.22
−0.89 1.65+1.46

−1.10 0.59+0.17
−0.08 1.13+0.56

−0.43

T2 (K) Uniform(100, 2500) - 544+521
−421 - -

R2 (RJup) Uniform(0.5, 10) - 4.44+5.23
−3.68 - -

log(g) (cgs) Uniform(3.0b/3.5c, 5.5) - - 3.60+0.47
−0.09

d 3.75+1.47
−0.71

d

[M/H] Uniform(-0.3, 0.3) - - - −0.00+0.28
−0.29

d

Lc (10−4 L�) Derived 0.39+0.27
−0.17 0.49+0.66

−0.26 0.083+0.015
−0.016 0.27+0.16

−0.12

SPHERE IFS famp LogUniform(10−5, 1) 0.77+0.11
−0.21 0.76+0.11

0.76 0.80+0.14
−0.80 0.76+0.13

−0.76

SPHERE IFS l (µm) LogUniform(10−3, 0.5) 0.111+0.131
−0.077 0.104+0.135

−0.078 0.040+0.069
−0.024 0.094+0.201

−0.077

∆AIC Derived 0 3.48 14.00 4.36

Note. For each parameter, a 95% credible interval centered about the median is reported. The superscript and
subscript denote the upper and lower bounds of that range.

a Blackbody/Two-Blackbody bound

c DRIFT-PHOENIX bound

b BT-SETTL bound

d Parameter hits bound of prior, which were imposed due to available parameter space of model grid
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Previous mass estimates for the PDS 70 planets have

generally relied on either hot-start evolutionary models

(Baraffe et al. 2003) or deriving the mass from the sur-

face gravity of the atmospheric fit. Müller et al. (2018)

found a mass 2 < Mb < 17 MJup using the radius and

log g inferred from atmospheric models, whereas Kep-

pler et al. (2018) found a narrower range 5 < Mb < 9

MJup by comparing the H, K, and L colors and magni-

tudes to hot start evolutionary models of fully formed

planets at the age of the system. These values are a

factor of 2 higher than our mass estimate for PDS 70

b. Haffert et al. (2019) used a similar comparison of

K -L colors and L magnitudes to hot start evolutionary

models to estimate 4 < Mc < 12 MJup, also higher than

our estimate for PDS 70 c. Again, this estimate relies

on models that assume fully formed planets radiating

away heat in isolation. Christiaens et al. (2019a) es-

timated a mass Mb ≈ 2 MJup in their isolated planet

atmospheric models when fitting log g and the radius,

similar to our lower limit. However, when they added a

circumplanetary disk to their model they found a mass

of Mb ≈ 10 MJup, which is above our upper limit. More

recently, Hashimoto et al. (2020) measured the width

of the Hα line to estimate masses of 12 ± 3 MJup and

11 ± 5 MJup for PDS 70 b and c respectively. We note

that their mass estimate depends on the square of the

free-fall velocity, which is hard to measure directly, and

was instead estimated using the accretion-shock model

of Aoyama et al. (2018) and the assumption that the Hα

lines they measured were broadened beyond the instru-

mental resolution.

Our inferred masses could be too low if our SED

fits significantly underestimate the total luminosity of

the planets. Quantitatively, the inferred masses in

the Ginzburg & Chiang (2019) evolutionary model are

roughly proportional to the square root of the total lumi-

nosity. As the current infrared data only reaches out to

4 µm, there could be emission at longer wavelengths that

is unaccounted for, as a larger mid- to far-infrared peak

in the SED is predicted in circumplanetary disk models

(Zhu 2015; Szulágyi et al. 2019). Indeed, Isella et al.

(2019) detected emission from the planets at 855 µm

with ALMA and interpreted the emission as coming

from circumplanetary material. The PDS 70 b detec-

tion is not coincident with the planet (it is over 60 mas

away from our orbit predictions), so we do not consider

it as coming directly from the planet or its Hill sphere (<

20 mas in radius). The PDS 70 c detection is consistent

with our orbit prediction, and is a SNR≈5 detection,

indicating it is robust. The 106 ± 19 µJy mm flux is a

factor of ∼100 higher than what is predicted from our

blackbody or two-blackbody fits. As a result, if we try

to fit a two-blackbody model that includes this ALMA

point, we find luminosities up to 100 times higher, re-

quiring the planet to be &10 MJup. However, the dom-

inant source of energy powering this emission does not

have to be from the accreting planet. Isella et al. (2019)

calculated that the equilibrium temperature of circum-

planetary dust at the location of PDS 70 c to be 80 K,

and that reprocessed stellar radiation is the dominant

energy source if circumplanetary material fills up a sig-

nificant fraction of its Hill sphere. Thus, the ALMA

detection of PDS 70 c could be dominated by the re-

radiation of starlight just as how the circumstellar disk

is detected at these wavelengths. If this energy is not

driven by planetary accretion, then it is not part of the

energy balance of accretion that is at the foundation of

the Ginzburg & Chiang (2019) model and thus should

not be considered in estimating the mass and mass ac-

cretion rate. However, even if the emission can be fully

explained by stellar heating, part of the mm flux could

be due to planetary accretion, which would drive up

the inferred masses presented in this work. Better con-

straints on the SED and in particular longer wavelength

data are necessary to disentangle these effects.

Previous accretion rate estimates have relied on hy-

drogen emission lines and primarily the Hα line. Wag-

ner et al. (2018) estimated the accretion rate onto PDS

70 b by converting the Hα luminosity into an accretion

luminosity. This conversion is poorly calibrated for plan-

etary mass objects and potentially suffers from a large

scatter (Rigliaco et al. 2012; Aoyama & Ikoma 2019;

Thanathibodee et al. 2019). This luminosity is then

used to calculate Ṁ by adopting the mass range from

hot start evolutionary models and assuming a planet

radius equivalent to that of Jupiter. In our model,

by contrast, the radius is calculated self-consistently

using an evolutionary model appropriate for accreting

planets. Wagner et al. (2018) state an upper limit of

Ṁb < 10−7MJup yr−1, about 4 times lower than our

estimate. Haffert et al. (2019) use the width of the

Hα line to infer mass accretion rates for both PDS 70

b and PDS 70 c, as it is independent of extinction.

However, such a model is calibrated on higher mass

brown dwarfs that form in isolation, and was noted to

have large uncertainties for individual objects (Natta

et al. 2004). The mass accretion rates reported in Haf-

fert et al. (2019) are about a factor of 10 lower than

what we find in this work. Aoyama & Ikoma (2019)

model Hα emission from the accretion shock and es-

timate 10−8MJup yr−1 < Ṁb < 10−7MJup yr−1 and

Ṁc ∼ 10−8MJup yr−1. The higher accretion rates found

in our work compared to all of these Hα derived ac-

cretion rates can be partly explained by the difference
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between the mean and instantaneous accretion rates

if the accretion rate gradually decreases over time, as

we discuss below. Using the same model as Aoyama

& Ikoma (2019), Hashimoto et al. (2020) estimated

Ṁb > 5× 10−7MJup yr−1 and Ṁc > 1× 10−7MJup yr−1

by combining their Hα emission and upper limits on

Hβ emission to place lower limits on extinction. While

this is consistent with our rate estimate, their inferred

planet masses are significantly higher than ours as we

discussed above. Christiaens et al. (2019b) set an up-

per limit from the non-detection of Brγ emission of

Ṁb < 1.26×10−7(5MJup/Mb)(Rb/RJup)MJup yr−1; this

limit is consistent with our Ṁb values, given our M and

R.

One significant difference is that our model calculates

the mean accretion rate while the hydrogen emission

lines are related to the instantaneous accretion rate. Our

inferred mass accretion rates agree better with previous

estimates if we refine the assumption that Ṁ = M/t.

More precisely, gap opening theory predicts that the

planet’s mass grows as M ∝ t1/β up to the dispersal

of the nebula, so Ṁ = β−1M/t. Ginzburg & Chiang

(2019) consider two cases: β = 3 for gaps opened in vis-

cous disks and β ≈ 15 for low-viscosity ones. Tanigawa

& Tanaka (2016), on the other hand, suggest β = 5/3

for gap-limited accretion (their equation 12). A differ-

ent scenario, in which the planet’s growth is limited by a

roughly constant viscous transport rate across the disk

(rather than by the gap), can be modeled with β = 1.

We conclude that coefficients β > 1 may reconcile our

estimate with the somewhat lower values found by other

methods. Since β is model dependent, we present the

more robust average accretion rate M/t, and keep in

mind that the instantaneous rate can be lower by a fac-

tor of few.

5.2. The Dusty Atmospheres of PDS 70 b and c

The emission spectra of most directly imaged planets

and brown dwarfs with temperatures similar to those in-

ferred for PDS 70 b and c show extensive features from

1–5 µm caused by methane and water absorption (e.g.

Liu et al. 2013; Filippazzo et al. 2015; Bonnefoy et al.

2016; Rajan et al. 2017). These features are especially

prominent due to the loss of mineral cloud opacity to

cloud break up (Marley et al. 2010) and/or the sink-

ing of the clouds below the photosphere (Stephens et al.

2009). By comparison, the similarity of PDS 70 b and

c’s SEDs to blackbodies and their extreme redness in

J-K in comparison to other objects (Mesa et al. 2019)

suggest much more dusty atmospheres. One possible

explanation is the persistence of mineral clouds in the

atmospheres of PDS 70 b and c despite their low tem-

peratures due to their low gravities, as has been hypoth-

esized to explain the redness of other low-gravity objects

(e.g. Barman et al. 2011; Marley et al. 2012; Liu et al.

2016).

Alternatively, the dust could stem from accretion it-

self, either via direct delivery of solids or from the recon-

densation of refractory material vaporized in the accre-

tion shock. Assuming a 1:100 mass ratio of refractory to

volatile material, the inferred planetary radii from the

fits in Section 4, and the mass accretion rates from Sec-

tion 5.1, the flux of refractory material to the planet is

∼10−8–10−7 g cm−2 s−1 for both PDS 70 b and c. We

can compare this flux to the maximum column mass den-

sity of mineral clouds, Mcld, to evaluate the importance

of accreted dust to the total atmospheric dust opacity.

Assuming that the mineral clouds are composed entirely

of forsterite and that the cloud material is well-mixed

throughout the atmosphere above the cloud base, we

approximate Mcld as,

Mcld ∼ fMg
µFor
2µa

ρcbH = fMg
µFor
2µa

Pcb
g

(9)

where fMg is the mole fraction of magnesium, the limit-

ing element in forsterite; µFor and µa are the molecular

weights of forsterite and the atmosphere, respectively;

ρcb and Pcb are the density and pressure at the cloud

base, respectively; H is the scale height; and g is the

gravitational acceleration. Assuming solar abundances

and a cloud base at 1 bar (Burrows et al. 1997), we

find column masses of mineral (forsterite) clouds ∼2 and

∼1.5 g cm−2 for PDS 70 b and c, respectively. Dividing

these values by the accreted dust flux yields timescales

of ∼1 year, which is the time needed for the column

mass density of the accreted dust to build up to that of

the mineral clouds, assuming that the clouds and dust
are both well-mixed and that the accreted dust has no

sink. In actuality, most of the cloud mass will be con-

centrated near the cloud base (Gao et al. 2018), allowing

for accreted dust to potentially dominate the opacity at

lower pressures. On the other hand, the accreted dust

will be readily lost to evaporation once transported to

higher pressures, e.g. below the cloud base.

The transportation timescale of the dust is a strong

function of dust particle size and the mixing timescale of

the atmosphere. For example, for particles with radii of

1 µm, the sedimentation timescale over 1 scale height

near the cloud base is ∼20 years. If we parameter-

ize the mixing with eddy diffusion, then the mixing

timescale over the thickness of the atmosphere from the

homopause to 1 bar is ∼10 years for an eddy diffusion

coefficient of 108 cm2 s−1 (Moses et al. 2016). Both

of these timescales suggest that accreted dust could be
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Figure 5. Radius, mass, and average accretion rate (blue diagonal stripes) of PDS 70 b (left panels) and PDS 70 c (right
panels), as inferred by the evolutionary model of Ginzburg & Chiang (2019). The model inputs are the system’s age t = 5.4±1.0
Myr (Müller et al. 2018) and bolometric luminosities Lb = 1.48+0.58

−0.30 × 10−4L� and Lc = 3.60+5.84
−1.93 × 10−5L�, where we have

averaged the luminosities inferred from the blackbody, two-blackbody, and DRIFT-PHOENIX models. The planet’s radius at a
given age is a function of the opacity κ at its radiative–convective boundary, with high-opacity, dusty atmospheres contracting
slower than low-opacity, dust-free ones. We use the radius estimates from the different atmospheric models (red and green
horizontal stripes) to constrain κ. For PDS 70 b we do not include the two-blackbody radius range because it is spanned by the
other two models (Table 3). Similarly, for PDS 70 c we include only the blackbody model, as it spans the range of the other
models (Table 4; we exclude radii below 1 Rjup due to electron degeneracy, assuming a roughly solar composition). Note that
the instantaneous accretion rate is lower than the average rate (M/t) presented here by a factor of a few (see Section 5.1).
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a dominant opacity source in the atmospheres of PDS

70 b and c, since they are longer than the ∼1 year it

takes for dust opacity to build up to match that of the

clouds. This accreted dust would mask deep molecular

absorption features seen in more mature giant planets,

though the accretion of volatile materials could still pro-

duce some signatures. Dust contribution to the opacity

is also consistent with the relatively large radius inferred

for PDS 70 b (see Fig. 5). While we did not explore more

detailed atmosphere models, the youth of the planets,

the observed Hα emission, and the gas-rich circumstel-

lar environment are all consistent with a dusty accreting

planet hypothesis. Some emission could also be coming

from circumplanetary material, but the available obser-

vations are sufficiently fit by a single component black-

body.

6. Conclusion

We present new thermal L’-band imaging of the PDS

70 planetary system with Keck/NIRC2 and the new in-

frared pyramid wavefront sensor as part of its science

verification. After modeling out the circumstellar disk,

we detected both PDS 70 b and c and measured their

astrometry and L’-band photometry. The orbits are

still relatively unconstrained, so we constructed phys-

ically motivated priors to estimate ab = 20+3
−4 au and

ac = 34+12
−6 au. These orbits are within ∼ 20◦ of being

coplanar with the circumstellar disk.

We find that our L’-band photometry helps constrain

the total luminosity and radius of PDS 70 b by placing

more precise bounds on the red half of its SED. We find

a radius for the photosphere between 2-3 RJup. The

SED of PDS 70 c is still relatively unconstrained, but

we can constrain the total luminosity of PDS 70 c to

within an order of magnitude. While it is still unclear

what models can accurately describe the SED of either

planet, we found that a single blackbody SED had the

most empirical support out of the four models we con-

sidered. More data is needed to warrant fitting more

sophisticated models to the data.

With the inferred luminosities and radii of PDS 70

b and c, we used the evolutionary model of Ginzburg

& Chiang (2019) for accreting protoplanets to constrain

the mass and mass accretion rate of these two planets.

We find a mass of PDS 70 b between 2 and 4 MJup and

a mean mass accretion rate between 3 × 10−7 and 8 ×

10−7 MJup yr−1. For PDS 70 c, we find a mass between

1 and 3 MJup and mean mass accretion rate between

1 × 10−7 and 5 × 10−7MJup yr−1. The instantaneous

rates are lower by a factor of a few, which depends on

the specifics of the accretion model. The mass estimates

make PDS 70 b and c two of the lowest mass directly-

imaged planets to date. The mass accretion rates imply

dust accretion timescales short enough to shroud both

planets, consistent with the absence of strong molecular

absorption features in their SEDs.
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